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This morning the “Grillini” (Parliamentarians of the Movimento Cinque

Stelle led by Beppe Grillo) left their home without locking the door. And
when they were outside, they threw away the keys in the dumpster.
Whoever goes inside their homes - a definition now devoid of any sense
- is not breaking the law, and is free to get inside and say that he is at
home.
The same goes for Mr. Renzi and his supporters, all belonging to the PD
(former Communist party): they all admire with enthusiasm the Letta
government and its ministers, because finally they are on the right
track: the Italian State and the Italian People will disappear. Mr. Enrico
Letta (the italian prime minister) was the first who left the door of his
home open. But instead of throwing the keys in the dumpster, he handed
them to Mrs. Kyenge (the italian Minister for the Integration, born in
Congo). She will throw away the keys when the crime of illegal
immigration will be cancelled. The so called "Empty Jails Decree”, which
was created by the Letta government, has a deceiving name, hiding the
truth. It contains a real bomb against the italian State and the italian
People: the abolition of the crime of illegal immigration, which is a
terrifying way to empty the jails in advance, and in an absolute way.
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Italy – and its territory – is the home of the Italians. This area is
delimited by boundaries that allow you to identify the Italian State. A
State does not exist, if it does not have a Territory and a People. Few
days ago, the State of Israel declared: “This is the Land of the Jews ,
citizenship will not be given to any foreigner". This is the way it is, for all
States and all Peoples. The cancellation of illegal immigration , however,
means that there is not a Territory belonging to the Italian State, there is
not a Territory that the State claims as its own, and that there is no
Italian People, since everybody can come in and mix. This rule
completely destroys any reality and any logic sense of a “State”, and
does not exist in any other Country, as it does not exist on ships or on
aircrafts (which are real and virtual symbols of a State), where
clandestinity is prosecuted as the most serious offense. From now on,
everybody is free to accommodate in Italy, and also on every italian ship
or airplane.
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The governors who have created such a Decree are the most absolute
despots that have ever existed. No King, no Emperor, no Tyrant has ever
madedecisions so destructive for his own kingdom, and for his own
people. Democracy?! The current governors – who according to our
Constitution are illegitimate – are considered by the world public opinion
as joke-governors, as non-governors. Every day we are expecting their
resignation, so that with new elections it will be possible the formation of
a legitimate Government. Instead, they behave as if they were the
owners and not the administrators of the State. Crazy owners, who are
throwing away their wealth in a paroxysmal delirium, that was never
witnessed before, not even at the times of the roman emperor Caligula,
who appointed Senator his horse.
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And what about the “Grillini”? They arose so much enthusiasm when
they said that they wanted to tear down the "Palace". The Palace is the
great parasitism of the absolute Power; a Power that is using its subjects
and the belongings of its subjects to eat them, and destroy them. Now
the “Grillini” are comfortably sitting on the rich armchairs of Power, and
they are using this power to give away Italy, its Territory, Name, History
and Culture, as a present to their Favorites. They are completely unable
to think, and are not afraid of ridicule, since are pompously talking about
an impeachment of the President of the Italian Republic: both the Grillini
and the President were declared illegitimate by the Constitutional Court.
What is more grotesque than this way of governing?
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